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Abstract
In this paper, we obtain some estimations of the saddle order which
is the sole topological invariant of the non-integrable resonant saddles
of planar polynomial vector fields of arbitrary degree n. Firstly, we
prove that, for any given resonance p : −q, (p, q) = 1, and sufficiently
big integer n, the maximal saddle order can grow at least as rapidly
as n2. Secondly, we show that there exists an integer k0, which grows
at least as rapidly as 3n2/2, such that Lk0 does not belong to the ideal
generated by the first k0 − 1 saddle values L1, L2, · · · , Lk0−1, where
Lk means the k-th saddle value of the given system. In particular, if
p = 1 (or q = 1), we obtain a sharper result that k0 can grow at least
as rapidly as 2n2.
Keywords: polynomial systems; p : −q resonance; saddle value; sad-
dle order; generalized center
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1 Introduction and main results
Consider real planar polynomial ordinary differential equations:
x˙ = −y + fn(x, y), y˙ = x+ gn(x, y), (1)
where fn(x, y) and gn(x, y) are polynomials of degree n consisting of nonlinear
terms only. It is well known that such a system always has a center or a focus
at the origin, and to obtain criteria to distinguish them is one of the most
classical problems in the qualitative theory of ordinary differential equations.
Let z = x + yi. We can transform the above system to a complex form
with 1 : −1 resonance saddle
z˙ = iz + Pn(z, z¯), ˙¯z = −iz¯ + P¯n(z, z¯), (2)
where Pn is a polynomial of its variables. Then system (1) is a center if
and only if system (2) is integrable, i.e., it has a first integral of the form
H(z, z¯) = zz¯ + h.o.t., where “h.o.t.” stands for “higher-order terms”.
In this paper, we concentrate on a more general version of this problem.
Consider the following p : −q resonance saddle system
x˙ = px+ P (x, y), y˙ = −qy +Q(x, y), (3)
where p and q are positive integers such that (p, q) = 1, and P and Q are
real or complex polynomials of degree n having no constant and linear terms.
Without loss of generality, we assume p ≤ q. The origin is said to be a
generalized center if there exists an analytic first integral in a neighborhood
of the origin. The corresponding system is said to be integrable.
To decide whether the origin of system (3) is a generalized center, nat-
urally one needs to seek for an analytic first integral of the form H =
xqyp + h.o.t. and study its derivative along the vector field. Namely, one
can calculate the successive terms in the Taylor expansion of H and H˙,
H = xqyp + h.o.t., H˙ =
∞∑
k=1
Lk(x
qyp)k+1.
Obviously system (3) is integrable if and only if all of the values Lk vanish.
Therefore these coefficients Lk play a critical role in the generalized center
problem.
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The value Lk is called the k-th saddle value of the system (an alternative
definition is given in Section 2) and k plays a role of describing the order of
the saddle value Lk. These Lk are not unique in general, but the order of
the first nonzero value Lk, which is called the saddle order, is an invariant
of the system under the change of the form (x, y) 7→ (x + h.o.t., y + h.o.t.).
Furthermore, it is also the sole topological invariant of the singularity if p
and q are given(see [4]). Besides, the saddle order is closely related with
other problems, for example, the cyclicity of a saddle or a homoclinic loop
(see, e.g [15, 23]).
To get all the conditions of a generalized center, usually we must calculate
all these saddle values one by one. There are some algebraic mechanisms to
derive them, which can be found in, e.g [19]. Using this algorithm, it is easy
to prove that every saddle value is a polynomial of the coefficients of P and
Q.
Denote by Ik(I∞, resp.) the ideal generated by the first k saddle values
(all the saddle values, resp.) in the ring consisting of all polynomials of the
coefficients of P and Q over the field R or C. According to Hilbert’s Ba-
sis Theorem, we know that I∞ is finitely generated. Namely, there exists a
minimal number M = M(p, q, n) such that Lk = 0 for all k > M provided
that only Lk = 0 for k ≤ M . In other words, M(p, q, n) is exactly the max-
imal possible saddle order of the systems. Notice that for real and complex
systems, M(p, q, n) can be different, but our results stand for both cases.
Hilbert’s Basis Theorem, however, only guarantees the existence of such
an M(p, q, n), it says nothing about how to determine this number. In fact,
for any given tuple (p, q, n), to obtain such a number M(p, q, n) is an ex-
tremely difficult problem. Up to now, systematically solved cases include
only M(1, 1, 2) = 3 (see e.g. [2]) and M(1, 2, 2) = 5 (see e.g. [9]). We even
do not know the corresponding number M(1, 1, 3).
Beyond the above systematic results, there are some partially known cases.
If P and Q in (3) are homogenous cubic polynomials, then Mh(1, 1, 3) = 5,
Mh(1, 3, 3) = 8 (see e.g [21, 17, 12]), whereMh(p, q, n) with a subscript h indi-
cates the maximal possible saddle order of (3) with homogenous nonlinearity
of degree n.
Since it seems too difficult to decide the exactM(p, q, n) orMh(p, q, n) for
general p, q, n, it is quite natural to examine the complexity of the problem
by looking for the lower bounds of them. The known results, besides the
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mentioned exact ones, can be summarized as follows:
M(1, 1, 3) ≥ 12, Mh(1, 1, 4) ≥ 18, Mh(1, 1, 5) ≥ 22,
M(1, 3, 2) ≥ 6, Mh(1, 2, 3) ≥ 8,
Mh(1, 1, n) ≥
n
2 − 1, n is even
1
2
(n2 − 1), n is odd
,
Mh(1, 2, n) ≥ n
2 − 1, one of n+ 2 and 2n + 1 is prime.
These results and more can be found in [20, 22, 13, 8, 7, 18, 1, 6, 10, 11].
In this paper, we shall study the polynomial systems (3) with any given
resonant p : −q saddle and arbitrary degree n. Since we are more interested
in the tendency of the saddle order as n tends to infinity, therefore in this
paper, we assume that the number n, the degree of the system, is sufficiently
big, e.g., n ≫ p + q. As far as we know, these theorems obtained in this
paper are the first ones to consider the very general tuple (p, q, n).
The first theorem of the paper deals with the case where P and Q are
homogenous polynomials. We have the following
Theorem 1. For any given resonance p : −q and sufficiently big n, the
following inequality holds
Mh(p, q, n) ≥
n2 − 1
d
,
where d = (n− 1, p+ q).
Remark 1. Notice that the number d plays a very important role in the
integrability of the system. Roughly speaking, the smaller d is, the more
difficult the problem becomes. For example, consider the following Lotka-
Volterra system
x˙ = x(1− a0x
2 − a1xy − a2y
2), y˙ = y(−q + b0x
2 + b1xy + b2y
2).
We have p = 1, n = 3. If q is odd, then d = 2, the problem is comparatively
simple. In fact, in [16], it is proved that this system is integrable if and only
if its first three saddle values are zero. If q is even, it follows that d = 1, then
the situation turns out to be very unpleasant. The integrability of this system
is not entirely solved even for q = 2 (see e.g. [5]).
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The next theorem deals with a more general setting, i.e., we do not restrict
system (3) to homogenous nonlinearities. In this case, we prove that the
maximal saddle order M(p, q, n) can always grow at least as rapidly as n2
even when d > 1.
Theorem 2. For any given saddle admitting p : −q resonance and for any
sufficiently big n, the following inequality holds
M(p, q, n) ≥ n2 − 2rn+ r2 − 1,
where 0 ≤ r ≤ p+ q − 1 satisfying r ≡ n mod (p+ q).
Due to Hilbert’s Basis Theorem, the ideal I∞ generated by all the sad-
dle value Lk is finitely generated. Denote by M
I(p, q, n) the finite minimal
number such that IMI = I∞, i.e., M
I(p, q, n) is exactly the maximal possible
order of Lk satisfying Lk 6∈ Ik−1. Correspondingly, denote by M
I
h(p, q, n) the
value of M I(p, q, n) restricted to systems (3) where P and Q are homoge-
neous polynomials of degree n. Then in the following theorems, we present
some estimations of M I(p, q, n) and M Ih(p, q, n).
Theorem 3. For system (3) with any given resonance p : −q and homoge-
nous P and Q of degree n, n≫ 1,
M Ih(p, q, n) ≥
3
2d
n2 + O(n).
In particular, if p = 1, then
M Ih(1, q, n) ≥
2
d
n2 +O(n).
Parallel to Theorem 2, if we do not restrict system (3) to homogenous
nonlinearities, then we have
Theorem 4. For system (3) with nonhomogeneous P and Q, n≫ 1,
M I(p, q, n) ≥
3
2
n2 +O(n).
In particular, if p = 1, then
M I(1, q, n) ≥ 2n2 +O(n).
ObviouslyM(p, q, n) ≤M I(p, q, n). However, the problem whether and/or
when they coincide with each other is quite open.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we intend to provide
some preliminaries such as definitions, notation and some lemmas. Then in
Section 3 we shall present detailed proof of all the theorems.
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2 Preliminaries
First of all, we recall some basic facts from normal form theory of vector
fields. For details, we recommend the readers [3].
It is well known that for system (3) there always exists a formal change
of coordinates
X = x+
∑
k≥2
Φk(x, y), Y = y +
∑
k≥2
Ψk(x, y), (4)
where Φk(x, y) =
∑
i+j=k ϕi,jx
iyj and Ψk(x, y) =
∑
i+j=k ψi,jx
iyj are homoge-
neous polynomials of degree k, transforming system (3) to its formal normal
form
X˙ = pX(1 +
∑
k≥1
pi1,k(X
qY p)k), Y˙ = −qY (1 +
∑
k≥1
pi2,k(X
qY p)k).
If we denote by pik = pi1,k − pi2,k, then the minimal number k such that
pik 6= 0 is an invariant of the system under the change of the form (4).
Definition 1. The quantity pik is called the k-th saddle value of system (3);
the saddle order of system (3) is defined to be the minimal number k such
that pik 6= 0.
From [3], we know that pik is a polynomial of the coefficients of P and
Q. Notice that although the definition and form of pik are not entirely same
as Lk defined in Section 1, the saddle orders defined in these two ways are
the same. Moreover, the ideal generated by the first k values of {pik} also
coincides with Ik. Therefore, in these senses, pik and Lk are equivalent to
each other. From now on, we shall denote pik as Lk.
We consider the case of homogeneous nonlinearity first. When the nonlin-
ear part of system (3) only consists of homogeneous polynomials of degree n,
then according to normal form theory, the saddle values of system (3) satisfy
the following properties.
Lemma 1. If P and Q in system (3) are homogeneous polynomials of degree
n, then the saddle values Lk satisfy that
Lk = 0, n1 ∤ k,
where n1 = (n− 1)/d and d = (n− 1, p+ q).
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Proof. It is easy to check that the normal form change of coordinates has the
form
X = x+
∑
i≥1
Φ1+i(n−1)(x, y), Y = y +
∑
i≥1
Ψ1+i(n−1)(x, y),
where each term in the summation is homogeneous with the degree given by
the subscript. In each step of normal form change of coordinates, system (3)
takes the form
X˙ = pX +
∑
i≥1
Φ˜1+i(n−1)(X, Y ), Y˙ = −qY +
∑
i≥1
Ψ˜1+i(n−1)(X, Y ),
where Φ˜1+i(n−1) and Ψ˜1+i(n−1) represent the homogeneous polynomials of de-
gree 1 + i(n− 1). If Lk 6= 0, then there must exist i ≥ 1 so that
1 + k(p+ q) = 1 + i(n− 1).
Denote by q1 = (p+ q)/d. One must have that q1 | i and n1 | k.
Now, we consider the following 1-parameter perturbed polynomial sys-
tems,
x˙ = px+ εpP (x, y), y˙ = −qy + εqQ(x, y), (5)
where P =
∑
i+j≥2 pi,jx
iyj, Q =
∑
i+j≥2 qi,jx
iyj and ε is a small parameter.
Lemma 2. The k-th saddle value Lk of system (5) is a polynomial of ε and
can be written as
Lk = (ck + dk)ε+ o(ε),
where ck = p1+kq,kp is the coefficient of term x(x
qyp)k of P (x, y) and dk =
qkq,1+kp is the coefficient of term y(x
qyp)k of Q(x, y).
Proof. If X = x+o(x, y), Y = y+o(x, y) is the change to normal form, then
the normal form is given by
X˙ = pX
(
1 +
+∞∑
k=1
Ak(ε)(X
qY p)k
)
, Y˙ = −qY
(
1 +
+∞∑
k=1
Bk(ε)(X
qY p)k
)
,
where Ak(ε) − Bk(ε) are the saddle values, which, according to Lemma 2.3
of [14], are quasi-homogeneous polynomials of degree k(p + q) of the coef-
ficients εpi−1,j and εqi,j−1, i + j ≤ k(p + q) + 1, with weight i + j − 1 of
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the original system. Notice that here we adopt a conventional definition of
quasi-homogeneous polynomials. Namely, a polynomial P (z1, z2, · · · , zN ) is
quasi-homogeneous of degree m with weight α = (α1, α2, · · · , αN) for the
variables z1, . . . , zN if
P (tα1 z1, t
α
2 z2, · · · , t
α
NzN ) = t
mP (z1, z2, · · · , zN ).
In our case, Ak(ε) (Bk(ε), resp.) is of degree 1 of the coefficient of x(x
qyp)k
of P (x, y) (y(xqyp)k of Q(x, y), resp.) and of degree higher than 1 in εpi,j
and εqi,j with i+ j ≤ k(p + q). We have
Ak(ε) = p1+kq,kpε+ o(ε), Bk(ε) = −qkq,1+kpε+ o(ε),
since they are coefficients of resonant items and the coefficients of lower
degree do not effect their linear part.
Consider the following system
x˙ = px(1− U(x, y)) + εpP (x, y),
y˙ = −qy(1− U(x, y)) + εqQ(x, y),
(6)
where U is a polynomial without constant term, P and Q have nonlinear
terms only. Since system (6) can be transformed to the system
x˙ = px+ ε pP (x,y)
1−U(x,y)
= px+ εpP (x, y)
∑∞
i=0 U
i,
y˙ = −qy + ε qQ(x,y)
1−U(x,y)
= −qy + εqQ(x, y)
∑∞
i=0 U
i,
(7)
we can use the saddle values of system (7) instead of the saddle values of
system (6).
Corollary 1. The k-th saddle value Lk of system (7) can be written as
Lk = Lk(1)ε+ o(ε),
where Lk(1) is the coefficient of term (x
qyp)k+1 of the power series(
xq−1ypP + xqyp−1Q
)
∞∑
i=0
U i.
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Proof. By Lemma 2, the k-th saddle value Lk of system (7) can be written
as
Lk = Lk(1)ε+ o(ε),
where Lk(1) is the sum of the coefficient of term x(x
qyp)k of P
∑∞
i=0 U
i and
the coefficient of term y(xqyp)k of Q
∑∞
i=0 U
i. Clearly this sum is equal to
the coefficient of term (xqyp)k+1 of (xq−1ypP + xqyp−1Q)
∑∞
i=0 U
i.
3 Proof of Theorems
Below we consider systems (7) with homogeneous U , P and Q, where P and
Q are chosen as
P = ξn+2y
n, Q =
n+1∑
j=1
ξjx
n−j+1yj−1. (8)
Clearly the conclusion of Lemma 1 is also valid for system (7), i.e., the
saddle value Lk = 0 when n1 ∤ k. Hence we only need to consider the saddle
values Lmn1 , m > 0. Notice that all of them are polynomials of variables ε
and ξ1, ..., ξn+2. By Corollary 1, Lmn1 can be written as
Lmn1 = Lmn1(1)ε+ o(ε),
where Lmn1(1) is the coefficient of term (x
qyp)mn1+1 of the polynomial(
n+2∑
j=1
ξjx
q+n−j+1yp+j−2
)
U im , im =
m(p + q)
d
− 1. (9)
It is easy to see that Lmn1(1) of system (7) is a linear combination of
ξ1, . . . , ξn+2,
Lmn1(1) =
n+2∑
j=1
amjξj,
where amj is the coefficient of term x
qmn1−n−1+jypmn1+2−j of U im . If we let
L, L1 and ξ be the column vectors consisting of {Lmn1}, {Lmn1(1)} and
{ξm}, 1 ≤ m ≤ n+ 1, respectively, i.e.,
L = (Ln1 , L2n1 , · · · , L(n+1)n1)
⊤,
L1 = (Ln1(1), L2n1(1), · · · , L(n+1)n1(1))
⊤,
ξ = (ξ1, ξ2, · · · , ξn+2)
⊤,
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then L1 = Aξ, where A = (amj) is an (n+ 1)× (n+ 2) matrix, and
L = εL1 + o(ε) = εAξ + o(ε).
For system (7) with P and Q having the form in (8), we have the following
important lemma. The proof of this lemma is quite technical, and we shall
put it at the end of the paper.
Lemma 3. For sufficiently big n, there exists a homogeneous polynomial U
of degree n− 1 such that Rank(A), the rank of A, is n+ 1.
3.1 Proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2
Proof of Theorem 1. To prove Theorem 1, it is sufficient to show that there
exists a system (7) such that its saddle order is n
2−1
d
.
In system (7), we let P and Q take the forms as given in (8). By Lemma 3,
we can choose a homogeneous U of degree n−1 such that Rank(A) = n+1.
Thus for L1 = (0, 0, · · · , 0, 1)
⊤, the equation L1 = Aξ has a nonzero solution
ξ = (ξ∗1 , ξ
∗
2, · · · , ξ
∗
n+2)
⊤.
Denote by L′ = L/ε, then L′ = Aξ + o(1). Clearly the Jacobian matrix
∂L′
∂ξ
|ε=0 = A, which is a row full rank matrix. Then by implicit function
theorem, there exists functions ξ1(ε), ξ2(ε), · · · , ξn+2(ε), analytic in ε, so that
L′ = (0, 0, · · · , 0, 1)⊤,
and (ξ1(0), ξ2(0), · · · , ξn+2(0)) = (ξ
∗
1 , ξ
∗
2, · · · , ξ
∗
n+2). Thus, for sufficiently small
ε > 0, we have
L = εL′ = (0, 0, · · · , 0, ε)⊤.
In other words, 
Lmn1 = 0, m = 1, 2, ..., n,
L(n+1)n1 = ε 6= 0.
This implies that there at least exists a saddle system with homogeneous
nonlinearities of degree n such that its saddle order is (n+1)(n−1)
d
= n
2−1
d
.
Then Theorem 1 is proved.
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Proof of Theorem 2. For any sufficiently big n, suppose that r ≡ n mod p+q,
where 0 ≤ r ≤ p+ q − 1, and denote by n′ = n− r, then (n′ − 1, p+ q) = 1.
By Theorem 1, there exists a system
x˙ = px+ P (x, y), y˙ = −qy +Q(x, y),
where P and Q are homogeneous polynomials of degree n′ − 1, so that the
order of the origin of this system is n′2 − 1 = n2 − 2rn+ r2 − 1.
Obviously, the following system
x˙ = (px+ P (x, y))(1 + xr), y˙ = (−qy +Q(x, y))(1 + xr),
is a system of degree n and the origin is a p : −q saddle of order n2−2rn+r2−1.
So M(p, q, n) ≥ n2 − 2rn+ r2 − 1, the proof is finished.
3.2 Proof of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4
Before giving a detailed proof of these two theorems, we need the following
lemma.
Lemma 4. For any given positive integers n and p, there exists a positive
integer p′, which is a factor of p, such that (n− 1− p′, pp′) = 1.
Proof. If p = 1, obviously we take p′ = 1. For p > 1, suppose that
p =
k∏
i=1
prii ,
where p1, p2, · · · , pk are different prime numbers. If all of these pi are also
the factors of n − 1, then we take p′ = 1. For other cases, we assume
that, without loss of generality, p1, p2, · · · , pm are the factors of n − 1 and
pm+1, pm+2, · · · , pk are not. Let p
′ =
∏k
i=m+1 pi. It is straightforward to check
that (n− 1− p′, pp′) = 1.
Now choose p′ such that it is a factor of p and (n− 1− p′, pp′) = 1, and
denote by N1 = n − 1 − p
′. Note that (p, q) = 1 and (p + q, n− 1) = d, we
have the following corollary immediately.
Corollary 2. (N1, d) = 1, and (pp
′, d) = 1.
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Since (N1, pp
′) = 1, for any j ∈ N, there exists an integer sj , 0 < sj ≤ N1,
so that sjpp
′ ≡ d(j − 2) mod N1. Obviously, if 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 + p
′, j 6= 2,
then 0 < sj < N1. Denote by N2 = max{sj |1 ≤ j ≤ 3 + p
′, j 6= 2}, then
0 < N2 < N1.
Lemma 5. N2 ≥ N1/2. In particular, if p = 1, then N1 = n − 2 and
N2 = n− 2− d.
Proof. Notice that sjpp
′ ≡ d(j − 2) mod N1, so s1 + s3 ≡ 0 mod N1. On
the other hand, 0 < s1 + s3 < 2N1, we have s1 + s3 = N1, which implies
one of s1 and s3 is bigger than N1/2. By the definition of N2, we have that
N2 ≥ N1/2.
If p = 1, then p′ = 1 and N1 = n− 2. Note that s2 = N1 and sj − s2 ≡
d(j − 2) mod N1 for all 0 < j ≤ 3 + p
′, j 6= 2, thus sj ≤ N1 − d, i.e.,
N2 ≤ N1−d. Besides, it is easy to see that s1 = N1−d, so N2 = N1−d.
Proof of Theorem 3. We shall show that, there exists a system of form (7)
with homogenous polynomials P,Q, U of degree n, n, n− 1 respectively, such
that its saddle value L(N1+N2)n1 does not belong to the ideal I(N1+N2)n1−1 =
I(N1+N2−1)n1 .
We take U = xp
′
(xN1 + yN1) and choose P and Q having the form as in
(8). Then we claim that
L(N1+N2)n1 6∈ I(N1+N2−1)n1 .
To prove the claim, we suppose otherwise. That is, there exist N1+N2−1
polynomials Fm, m = 1, ..., N1 +N2 − 1 in ε, ξ1, ..., ξn+2 such that
L(N1+N2)n1 =
N1+N2−1∑
m=1
FmLmn1 .
By Corollary 1, Lmn1 can be written as Lmn1 = Lmn1(1)ε + o(ε), where
Lmn1(1) linearly depends on ξ1, ..., ξn+2. Comparing the coefficient of ε, we
have
L(N1+N2)n1(1) =
N1+N2−1∑
m=1
Fm,0Lmn1(1), (10)
where Fm,0, which is from Fm’s terms and is independent of ε, is also a
polynomial in ξ1, ..., ξn+2. By (9) and (N1, pp
′) = 1, after the straightforward
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calculation, we obtain
Lmn1(1) =

C lmimξjm + C
lm−1
im
ξN1+jm, 1 ≤ jm ≤ 3 + p
′
C lmimξjm, 3 + p
′ < jm ≤ N1
, (11)
where jm and lm satisfy
d(jm − 2) ≡ mpp
′ mod N1, 1 ≤ jm ≤ N1,
(12)
dlm = mp+
mpp′ − d(jm − 2)
N1
.
According to the definition of N2, we have 0 < jN2 ≤ 3 + p
′.
Since the equation (10) holds for any values of ξ1, ..., ξn+2, it certainly
holds for ξm = 0 except m = jN2 and m = N1 + jN2 , i.e., the following
equation holds for any values of ξjN2 and ξN1+jN2 ,
C
lN1+N2
iN1+N2
ξjN2 + C
lN1+N2−1
iN1+N2
ξN1+jN2 = F˜N2,0(C
lN2
iN2
ξjN2 + C
lN2−1
iN2
ξN1+jN2 ),
where F˜N2,0(ξjN2 , ξN1+jN2 ) = FN2,0|ξm=0,m6=jN2 ,N1+jN2 . The above equation im-
plies that there exists a nonzero constant β such that
C
lN1+N2
iN1+N2
ξjN2 + C
lN1+N2−1
iN1+N2
ξN1+jN2 = β(C
lN2
iN2
ξjN2 + C
lN2−1
iN2
ξN1+jN2 ).
Thus
0 =
C
lN1+N2
iN1+N2
C
lN1+N2−1
iN1+N2
−
C
lN2
iN2
C
lN2−1
iN2
=
iN1+N2 + 1
lN1+N2
−
iN2 + 1
lN2
=
(p+ q)((dlN2 − pN2)N1 −N2pp0)
d2lN2lN1+N2
.
On the other hand, since 0 < N2 < N1, we have
(dlN2 − pN2)N1 −N2pp
′ ≡ −N2pp
′ 6≡ 0 mod N1,
which leads to a contradiction.
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Finally, by Lemma 5, we have
M Ih(p, q, n) ≥ (N1 +N2)n1 ≥
3
2d
n2 −
3
2d
((2 + p′)n− 1− p′),
M Ih(1, q, n) ≥ (N1 +N2)n1 =
2
d
n2 −
1
d
((6 + d)n− 4− d).
Thus the proof is done.
Proof of Theorem 4. The proof of this theorem essentially takes the same
pattern as the proof of Theorem 2. Therefore we omit the details.
3.3 Proof of Lemma 3
In this subsection, we give a proof of Lemma 3.
Let
U = f(x, y) + µg(x, y), 0 < µ≪ 1,
where f = xp
′
(xN1 + yN1), and g is a homogeneous polynomial of degree
n − 1 to be determined later. Here p′ and N1 are the same as p
′ and N1 in
Subsection 3.2.
Proof of Lemma 3. Substituting U = f(x, y) + µg(x, y) into (9), we obtain(
n+2∑
j=1
ξjx
q+n−j+1yp+j−2
)
im∑
k=0
µkCkimf
im−kgk. (13)
Then the matrix A can be written as
A =
im∑
k=0
µkAk,
where Ak = (ak,mj) is an (n+1)× (n+2) matrix and ak,mj is the coefficient
of term xqmn1−n−1+jypmn1+2−j of Ckimf
im−kgk.
For A0, from (11) we have
a0,mj =

0, j 6= jm, jm +N1
C lmim , j = jm
C lm−1im , j = jm +N1 ≤ n+ 2
.
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For convenience, we divide Ak into four blocks, i.e.,
Ak =
 Ak,11 Ak,12
Ak,21 Ak,22
 ,
where Ak,11 is comprised of the first N1 rows and the first N1 columns of
Ak. Clearly Ak,11 is a N1 × N1 square matrix, and there is exactly one
nonzero element a0,mjm in each row and each column of A0,11, therefore the
determinant of A0,11
det (A0,11) = ±
N1∏
m=1
a0,mjm 6= 0.
We first consider the case (p − 1)p′ > 1 or d > 2 + p′. In this case, by
Corollary 2 and (12), for 1 ≤ m ≤ 2 + p′ we have 3 + p′ < jm ≤ N1. This
implies A0,22 = 0. Now we need to consider A1,22.
In this case, we let
g =
1+p′∑
m=1
xn−1−δmyδm + xn−1−δ2+p′yδ2+p′ ,
where δm = jm − (p
′ + 4−m) for 1 ≤ m ≤ 1 + p′ and δ2+p′ = j2+p′ − 1. It is
easy to see that 0 < δm < N1.
By (13), it is not hard to check that, for 1 ≤ m ≤ 2+p′ and 1 ≤ j ≤ 3+p′,
the element a1,(N1+m)(N1+j) 6= 0 only when there exists a number 1 ≤ m
′ ≤
2 + p′ such that d(j + δm′ − 2) ≡ mpp
′ mod N1, which requires that m
′
must be equal to m, and j = p′ + 4 −m for 1 ≤ m ≤ 1 + p′ and j = 1 for
m = 2+ p′. Therefore, for m ∈ {1, ..., 2 + p′} ∪ {N1 + 1, ..., N1 + 2+ p
′}, and
j ∈ {1, ..., 3 + p′} ∪ {N1 + 1, ..., N1 + 3 + p
′}, we have
a1,mj =

0, j 6= j′m, N1 + j
′
m
imC
lm
im−1, j = j
′
m
imC
lm−1
im−1, j = N1 + j
′
m
,
where j′m = j
′
N1+m = p
′ + 4−m for 1 ≤ m ≤ 1 + p′ and j′2+p′ = j
′
N1+2+p′ = 1.
Obviously j′m 6= 2.
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Denote by A′ = J1AJ2, where
J1 =
 IN1 0
−A0,21A
−1
0,11 I2+p′
 , J2 =
 IN1 −A
−1
0,11A0,12
0 I3+p′
 ,
and Ik means the identity matrix of order k. Then we have
A′ =
 A0,11 0
0 0
+ µ
 A1,11 A
′
1,12
A′1,21 A
′
1,22
+ im∑
k=2
µkA′k,
where
A′1,12 = A1,12 −A1,11A
−1
0,11A0,12,
A′1,21 = A1,21 −A0,21A
−1
0,11A1,11,
A′1,22 = A1,22 −A0,21A
−1
0,11A1,12 − (A1,21 −A0,21A
−1
0,11A1,11)A
−1
0,11A0,12,
A′k = J1AkJ2, k ≥ 2.
This process can be described as a series of the following explicit elementary
transformations on A:
(i). add row m multiplied by a scalar −
a0,(N1+m)jm
a0,mjm
to row N1 +m, m =
1, 2, ..., 2 + p′;
(ii). add column k multiplied by a scalar −
a0,(m∗
k
)(N1+k)
a0,(m∗
k
)k
to column N1 + k,
1 ≤ k ≤ 3 + p′, where m∗k ∈ [1, N1] is an integer satisfying jm∗k = k.
Then we obtain the elements a′1,(N1+m)(N1+j) of A
′
1,22 as follows, for 1 ≤
m ≤ 2 + p′ and 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 + p′, noticing that j′m 6= 2,
a′1,(N1+m)(N1+j) =

0, j 6= j′m
N1(p+q)(j′m−2)
(qN1−pp′)m∗
j′m
+d(j′m−2)
C
lN1+m
iN1+m
6= 0, j = j′m
.
Denote by A˜′(resp. A˜′k,22, A˜
′
k,12) the submatrix of A
′(resp. A′k,22, A
′
k,12)
by removing column N1 + 2(resp. the second column). Then A˜
′ and A˜′1,22
both are square matrices, and each row and each column of A˜′1,22 both have
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exactly one nonzero element. Thus
det(A˜′1,22) = ±
2+p′∏
m=1
a′1,(N1+m)(N1+j′m) 6= 0,
det(A˜′) = µ2+p
′
det
(
A0,11 + µ(A1,11 + · · · ) 0 + µ(A˜
′
1,12 + · · · )
A′1,21 + µ(A
′
2,21 + · · · ) A˜
′
1,22 + µ(A˜
′
2,22 + · · · )
)
= µ2+p
′
(det(A0,11) det(A˜
′
1,22) + µh(µ)),
where h(µ) is a polynomial in µ. Noticing that det(A0,11) det(A˜
′
1,22) 6= 0 and
µ is a sufficiently small positive number, we have det(A˜′) 6= 0, which implies
that Rank(A) = Rank(A′) = Rank(A˜′) = n+ 1.
Next we consider the case that pp′ + 2 ≤ 3 + p′ and d ≤ 2 + p′ hold si-
multaneously, which contain only finite possibilities. In this case, the above
process is still valid, as long as we can find a suitable g. The corresponding
g of each case is listed in the following table(note that (pp′, d) = 1):
p = p′ = 1, d = 1 g = xn−5y4
p = p′ = 1, d = 2 g = xn+3−j1yj1−4 + xn−j3yj3−1
p = p′ = 1, d = 3 g = xn+3−j1yj1−4 + xn−j2yj2−1
p = 2, p′ = 1, d = 1 g = xn−4y3 + xn−8y7
p = 2, p′ = 1, d = 3 g = xn−j1−4yj1−3 + xn−j2yj2−1
else: A0,22 = 0 g =
∑1+p′
m=1 x
n−1−δmyδm + xn−1−δ2+p′yδ2+p′
It is easy to check, no matter what kind of the cases in the table, det(A˜′) 6= 0
always holds. The proof is finished.
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